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The Natufian culture was discovered by British archaeologist Dorothy Garrod during her excavations of
Shuqba cave in the Judaean Hills. Prior to the 1930s, the majority of archaeological work taking place in
Palestine was biblical archaeology focused on historic periods, and little was known about the region's
prehistory. In 1928, Garrod was invited by the British School of Archaeology in ...
Natufian culture - Wikipedia
Historically in the context of slave societies of the Americas, a quadroon or quarteron was a person with one
quarter African and three quarters European ancestry (or in the context of Australia, one quarter aboriginal
ancestry). The terms are now archaic.. Similar classifications were octoroon for one eighth black (Latin root
octo-, means "eight") and hexadecaroon for one sixteenth black.
Quadroon - Wikipedia
Nombres dÃ©cimaux 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 PAN, circa 4000 av.J.-C. *isa *DuSa *telu *Sepat *lima *enem *pitu
*walu *Siwa *puluq Tagalog: isÃ¡ dalawÃ¡ tatlÃ³ Ã¡pat limÃ¡
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